Medication Carts

Vintage Encore Auto-Packaging

When appearance matters as much as function, set your facility apart with Vintage Encore Series medication carts. They excel in the areas that make the difference for nurses, like easy usage and access, a wide range of drawer configurations, enormous capacity, and smooth drawer action.

Model VE2-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 21.7”(w)
Shown in Chatsworth Oak

Model VE3-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 28”(w)
Shown in Boston Cherry

Model VE4-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 34.7”(w)
Shown in White Ash

Model VE5-AP
43.5”(h) 25.2”(d) 44.7”(w)
Shown in White Ash

Consult with your Capsa representative to determine optimal cart size. Cart size is determined by average medications/resident, cycle length of medication system, and distribution model (restock vs. exchange).

Auto-Packaging Drawer Configuration Options

Stor-Flex™ System
Stor-Flex™ Transfer
Stor-Flex™ Divider System
Drawer Flex System

Fixed Divider System

Vintage Encore accommodates virtually all popular compliance packaging systems, such as Parata®, TCGRx®, Omnicell®, Dispill®, SynMed® and Opus®

Ask about optional bin dividers, lids, label holders, and alternative bin sizes, plus how Vintage Encore accommodates your preferred auto-packaging system.
Lock System Choices

Choose the lock system that best meets the environment’s specific needs.

Key Access with Manual Relocking (standard)

Featuring the Best® Core Removable Lock System, this basic yet proven lock system provides your medication cart with the flexibility to change keys easily.

EMS - Entry Management System

The advanced EMS™ system offers unparalleled security in a proven lock system designed specifically for healthcare carts. This technology upgrade makes the Vintage Series lock system the most advanced cart security available in long-term care.

• Keyless access with auto-relok
• Permits 250 unique users and supervisors, programmable via keypad or PC

Ask about available security system upgrades

Accessories and Options

* Included on all Vintage Series Medication Carts. VE3 & VE4 Models also include Slide-Out Surface, Waste/Lid. VE5 Model includes Waste/Lid, Tracking Caster.

For additional accessories see CapsaHealthcare.com

Available Finishes

- Boston Cherry
- White Ash
- Chatsworth Oak
- Antique Walnut

Handle Options

- Brushed Nickel
- Satin Black